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ABSTRACT. We consider the solution operator

Jo
(Lu)(t) = A I   GU-r)A-1Bu(T)dr

corresponding to the abstract equation i = Ax + Bu on a reflexive Banach

space X, where the linear operator A: X D S {A) —> X is the infinitesi-

mal generator of a (strongly continuous) group G(i) of bounded operators on

X, and B: U D 31(B) —> X is a generally unbounded linear operator with

A~lB € Jî?(U,X), U being another reflexive Banach space (without loss of

generality we take A to be boundedly invertible). Let 0 < T < oo be given.

We prove the following theorem: if L is continuous ¿p(0, T; U) -* Lp(0, T; X),

1 < p < oo, then in fact L: continuous L"(0,T;U) -► C{[0,T];X), a lifting

regularity theorem in the time variable. Moreover, we show by a parabolic ex-

ample with nonhomogeneous term in the Dirichlet boundary conditions that

the theorem fails to be true, if G(t) is merely a s.c. semigroup even if holomor-

phic. Applications of the theorem include mixed hyperbolic problems, including

second order scalar hyperbolic equations defined on an open bounded domain

il C Rn, dU = T, with nonhomogeneous term of class L2(0,T;L2(T)) acting

in the Dirichlet or in the Neumann boundary conditions. In the former case,

the theorem recovers the authors' original procedure which yielded optimal reg-

ularity results for this dynamics [L-T.2]; in the latter, the theorem improves

upon results of Lions-Magenes [L-M.l, vol. II]. Extension to T = oo is also

studied.

1. Introduction and main result. Let fi C Rn, n > 1, be an open bounded

domain with sufficiently smooth boundary T. Consider the following hyperbolic

mixed problem described by a second order hyperbolic scalar equation in the un-

known y(t,x), x G f2, with nonhomogeneous term u(t,a), er € T, in the Dirichlet

boundary conditions and, say, zero initial conditions

(1.0)    ytt=(S(x,d)y inCT = (0,r]xn;

2/(0, x) = yo = yt(0, x) = yi = 0 in fi;

y(t,a) = u(t,a) G L2(0,T;L2(T)) s L2(ET),        ET = (0,T] x T.

Here, —(S(x,d) is an arbitrary second order, uniformly elliptic operator (in H)

with say, symmetric principal part, whose coefficients may depend on the space
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746 I. LASIECKA AND R. TRIGGIANI

variable x, but not on the time variable t. Canonically, we have &(x,d) = A, the

n-dimensional Laplacian in x. The authors' original proof [L-T.l, L-T.2] of the

following regularity result

(1.1) SCt: u -* [y,yt]:  continuous L2(ET) -» C([0,T];L2(U) x i/_1(n))

for any 0 < T < oo—which improved by approximately "4" in Sobolev space order

the space regularity of previously known results [L-M.l, I, II]—was carried out

through the following two step-procedure.

(1) First it was shown that [L-T.l],

(1.2) &T:  continuous L2(ET) -► L2(0,T;L2(Q) x #_1(n)).

This result was obtained in the general case by using pseudo-differential opera-

tor techniques (as well as Fourier analysis techniques on the direct eigenfunction

expansions for the solution, in the canonical case of the Laplacian A on special

geometries where fi is either a parallelepiped or else a sphere).

(2) Subsequently, the regularity result in (1.2) was 'lifted' up in time to the regu-

larity result in (1.1), [L-T.2], by making explicit use of (1.2). This step was carried

out by purely functional analytic or operator theoretic techniques, as it relied on an

abstract operator model for the second order mixed problem in y, first introduced

in [T.l], further pursued in [L-T.l], and extensively used since by the authors and

by others in boundary control problems for hyperbolic equations, see [L-T.3] and

references therein. This model is based on cosine-sine operator theory on L2(Q)

[and H_1(Q)] (see (1.22) below) and hence admits a semigroup (group) version on

L2(ü) x #_1(Q), noted explicitly, say in [L-T.3, DaP-L-T.l] etc. and also below

in Example 1. A crucial ingredient in Step 2 is the following equivalence of 'interior'

and 'trace' regularity, which once translated from the "operator framework" to the

"p.d.e. framework" for the hyperbolic mixed problem (1.0) reads as follows:

S?T\  continuous L2(ET) -» L2(0,T;L2(n) x i/_1(n))

if and only if

(1.3) {$o, $1} -> 4^~ :  continuous H¿(Q) x L2(Q) -» L2(ET)

where d/dvg- is the conormal derivative with respect to the adjoint problem de-

scribed by S* [hence d/di/g- = d/dv when ¿f = A]. Here $ solves the correspond-

ing homogeneous problem

$tt = <^"*$   in Qt;

#(0,ar) = $o G H¿(U),        9t{0,x) = #i G L2(Q);

$ = 0    on Ey.

The operator formulation of (1.3) (see (1.23) below, Example 1) then allowed for an

operator argument in [L-T.2] to improve the regularity ol3? from (1.2) to (1.1).

At the time of writing [L-T.2] it was recognized that (i) the operator approach

given there, although tailored and specialized to the cosine-sine operator model for

second order hyperbolic equations of interest there, works equally well in full gen-

erality in the context of dynamics that are described by an arbitrary s.c. (strongly

continuous) group of operators in an arbitrary reflexive Banach space; (ii) more-

over, the improvement in the time regularity that one obtains goes in general from
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Lp(0,T) to C[0,T], 1 < p < oo, and not merely for the case p = 2 as used (and

needed) in [L-T.2]. The validity of such a more general and abstract result has been

used freely by the authors in correspondence, private talks1 or talks at conferences,

etc. but never put in print. As it stands, [L-T.2] apparently may give the impres-

sion that the question of the generality of the "lifting" argument from Lp (0, T) to

C[0, T] (while preserving the space regularity) is called for further investigation,

beyond the specific case of [L-T.2]; see [W.l].

Accordingly, in this note we wish to formalize our original argument in [L-T.2]

in an abstract general result.

Let A be a reflexive Banach space, let A: X D 3(A) —» X be a linear (closed,

densely defined) operator, assumed to be the generator of a strongly continuous

(s.c.) group G(t) of operators on X. Let U be another reflexive Banach space and

B a (generally unbounded) linear operator U: D 3(B) —► X such that A~lB G

S?(U, X), the Banach space of all bounded linear operators from U to X (without

loss of generality for the problem here considered, we can assume 0 G p(A), the

resolvent set of A, so that A-1 G 5?(X)). Consider the operator Lt defined by

(1.4) (LTu)(t) =a[ G(t- ^A^Bu^) dr
Jo

(conventionally written as JQ G(t - t)Bu(t) dr) formally associated to the abstract

equation

(1.5) x = Ax + Bu,

Our main result is

THEOREM.   Assume that

(1.6) LT:   continuous Lp(0,T;U) -> Lp(0,T;X),        Kp< oo,

for some 0 < T < oo, and hence all 0 < T < oo (by a change of variable and

semigroup property).  Then, in fact

(1.7) LT:   continuous Lp(0,T;U) -» C([0,T];X).    D

PROOF   (AFTER [L-T.2]).

Step 1. The adjoint LT of LT in the sense that with l/p+ 1/q = 1 [H.l, p. 89],

(l-8a) (LTU, f)p,X;q,X-  =(u,LTf)py,q;U-

is given by

(1.8b) (LTf)(t)= Í   B*G*(T-t)f(r)dT
Jt

and satisfies

(1.9) L*T:  continuous Lq(0,T;X*) -* Lq(0,T;U*),

1 During the workshop on "Control of systems governed by partial differential equations" held

in Val David, Quebec, Canada, October 5-9, 1986, C. Dafermos (Brown University) has informed

one of the authors (R.T.) that he also has a proof (unpublished) of the lifting theorem presented

here, which we understand to be a 'direct' proof, rather than by duality as the one given here.

x(0) = x0 = 0.
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where the notation on the left and on the right of (1.8a) denotes, respectively, the

duality pairing between Lp(0, T; X) and L«(0, T;X*), and between Lp(0, T; U) and
L«(0,T;Um).

Step 2.  Apply LT to a special f, given by the dual free (B = 0) dynamics of

(1.5) backward in time2; i.e. to /( ) given by

(1.10) ¡(t)=G*(-t)x* GLq(0,T;X*),        x*gX*.

Then

(LTf)(t) = B*G*(-t)x*(T -t)G L«(0,T; U*)

for any finite T, and hence

(1.11) (LTf)(t) = B*G*(-t)x* GL«(Q,T;U*),        x* G X*,

continuously; i.e. writing x* = G*(T)y*, y* = G*(-T)x* G X* we have that

(1.12) J = B*G*(T-t):  continuous X* ^ Lq(0,T;U*).

[Note that at this stage, for u G LP(0,T; U) we have

(1.13)

(u, Jx*)p,U;q,U-  =   /     (u(t), (Jx*)(t))U-U. dt
Jo

= f  (u(t),B*G*(T-t)x*)U;U*dt = (zT,u,x*)x.,x~
Jo

for a unique element zt,u G X, since the well-defined expression on the left of (1.13)

defines a continuous linear functional on X*; the new notation in (1.13) denotes the

duality pairing between U and [/*, and between X and X*. Then one computes

(1.14) (zT,u, X*)X;X' = ( Í   G(T- t)Bu(t) dt, x* ) = (J*u, x*)x.x.
\Jo Jx,x-

first for x* G 3(A*) and then for all x* G X* by continuous extension. Thus, the

adjoint J* of J in (1.12) is

(1.15) J*u= f   G(T-t)Bu(t)dt:  continuous Lp(0,T;U) -► X   .
Jo J

Step 3. With v G Ll(0,T;X*) and u G Lp(0,T;U) we compute from (1.4)

/  (LTu(t),v(t))dt= j    [ (u(T),B*G*(t-T)v(t))p,U;q,u.dTdt
Jo Jo   Jo

[■T   (    rt ) Vp   C    ft \ 1/l

'Jo    i/o HT)\"dT)      {lQ\B*G*(t-r)v(t)\l.dr^      dt

(replacing t with T in both integral signs and using (1.12))

(1.16) <   /      CT\v(t)\x'dt\\u\\Lp(0,T;V)=CT\v\Li(0,T;X')\u\L'(0,T;U)-
0

2This step corresponds to L'C'(-)x and L'^^^S'^x in [L-T.2] in the notation of [L-T.2],

for the mixed problem (1.0).
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L°°(0,T;X).

C1([0,r];i7) with un

Thus by the closed graph theorem,

(1.17) LT:  continuous Lp(0,T;U)

Step 4. By taking now un smooth, say un G u*[[U,i \;u) witn un —* u in

Lp(0,T; U), and integrating (Lrun)(t) by parts, we then improve the continuity in

(1.17) to the continuity in (1.7).    D

REMARK 1. The assumption that G(t) be a s.c. group is crucial in the above

theorem, in the sense that if G(t) is only a s.c. semigroup even if holomorphic, the

conclusion of the theorem is false. As an example illustrating this, let z(t, x) be

the solution of a corresponding parabolic equation with, say zero initial condition

and with forcing term u in the Dirichlet boundary conditions; say zu — Az in

Qt; z(0,x) = 0; z(t,a) = ií(í,<t) on Ej-- Then the corresponding free solution

(u = 0) is described by a s.c, holomorphic semigroup on L2(Cl) (which therefore is

not a group). We have that the map u —> y is continuous from L2(T,T) —♦ L2(QT)

(even - L3{0,T;H^2{iî)), yet the map u -+ y(T) from L2(ET) to L2(Q) is not

continuous. In fact, for a preassigned 0 < T < oo, one may construct u G L2(T,t)

whose corresponding solution y satisfies y(T) £ L2(Q) [L-3, p. 202], even in the

one-dimensional case.    D

2. Applications to hyperbolic equations.

EXAMPLE 1. For the second order mixed problem (1.0) in y we have the following

specialization of the situation described by the theorem. We let X = L2(Q) x

H~1(Q), x = [y,yt]; U — ¿2(r). Moreover, with S denoting the operator that

realizes S(x,&) with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on L2(U), we

have

(1.18) A =
0    I
€   0

Bu =
0

-@Du
(formally);    A~*B =

-Du

0

D (Dirichlet map) defined by Dh = v meaning: S(x,d)v = 0 in fi, v = h on T;

also

Í1 191 G(t) =      C^       S^U'iyj U[t)       -€C(t)    C(t)

where C(t) is the s.c. cosine operator generated by — S and S(t) = /0 C(t) dr;

moreover with x = ]xi,x2] we have

(1.20) B* = D*S*xl2S~xl2xi,    with dense domain in X,

(1.21)

Finally

(1.22)

B*G*(T-t)

(LTU)(t)

D*0*S*(t)xi+D*C*(t)x2.

S £S(t-r)Du(r)dT

€ f*C(t-T)Du(r)dT

and we have recovered the model of [T.l, L-T.l] for the second order hyperbolic

mixed problem. Since D*S* = d/dvg* (see [L-T.l]), then, by (1.21), statement

(1.12) rewritten as

(1.23)

corresponds to statement (1.3).

= D*A*[S*(t)xi + C*(t)tf *-1;e3]
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REMARK 1.2. The subsequent treatment [L.l, L-L-T.l], of the hyperbolic

mixed problem (1.0) markedly simplified the original proof of (1.1) outlined in

Steps (1) and (2) above. In this new approach, one first proves directly the trace

theory result (1.3) by means of a p.d.e. multiplier technique (using the multiplier

h ■ V$ on the ^-hyperbolic problem below (1.3) with h(x) a C1 (fi)-vector field

with h — v on T). Since (1.3) corresponds abstractly to statement (1.12) (see

(1.23) above, Example 1), the ad hoc version (using cosine-sine operator theory) of

Step 3 of the proof above permits one to obtain the desired result (1.1).

This same multiplier technique has allowed to show that, in fact, for all T >

some explicitly computed T0 > 0, with T0 depending on the geometry of fi, one

also has the converse of (1.3); i.e.:

(1-24) I Ot)   dE^C(T-T°)ll^'$1>^¿(n)xL2(n)

(see [H.l, L-T.4]), a crucial result for showing exact controllability of the hyperbolic

mixed problem (1.0) in [y,yt] on the space L2(Q) x i/_1(^) [L.2, T.2].    D

EXAMPLE 2. The Neumann problem: ytt = S(x, d)y in QT; 2/(0, x) = yt(0, x) =

0 in Ü; dy/dvg — u G L2(Et) provides another example.

The choice of the space depends on the domain Q. For general domains fi, the

classical result of [L-M.l, vol. II, p. 120],

(1.25) u -+ [y,yt]:  continuous L2(ET) -+ L2(0,T;H1/2(Q)) x H~1/7{ü))

can be improved using our preceding Theorem here to read

(1.26) u^[y,yt]:  continuous L2(ET) -> C([0,T];H1/2(Q) x H~l'2(Ü)).

This was done using the ad hoc specialized version of the preceding Theorem (in

the style of [L-T.2]) in [L-T.5]. Hence, in this case, X = H1'3^) x H~l/2(Ü).

Recent investigations [L-T.6] show that this result is not optimal in the space

regularity, which in fact can be improved, for arbitrary (smooth) domains, to X =

H3/5~£(U) x H~2/5-£(n). The specialized versions

(1.27) u^\y,yt]:  continuous L2(ET) - L2(0,T;Ha(U) x Ha-l{íl)),

a = 3/4 - e, £ > 0, for Q a parallelepiped;

a = 2/3 for U a sphere,

which were shown in [L-T.l] were lifted later in [L-T.2], to read

(1.28) u-*[y]yt\:  continuous L2(ET) -» C(]0,T];Ha(ü) x H0'1^))

whereby now X = Ha(Q) x ÄrQ_1(n). The abstract model for the Neumann case is

similar to the one given in Example 1 in the Dirichlet case, except that the Dirichlet

map D is now replaced by the Neumann map A = N\0 defined by Nh — v meaning:

\S(x, d) + X0]v — 0 in Q; dv/dvg = h on T, where A0 (real) operates a suitable

translation so that this elliptic problem has a unique (generalized) solution. For

instance, if S(x,d) = A, we may take say A0 = 1. We omit details and refer e.g.

to [L-T.l, T.3].
As a final example one may consider first order hyperbolic systems where now the

preceding Theorem with X — L2 (Q) re-proves the improvement from L2(0, T; L2 (fi))
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of [K.l] to C([0, T]; L2(Q)) of [R.l], at least in the case of the free dynamics being

generated by a group (this depends on the boundary conditions, see [R.2]). Details

of the abstract model are omitted here and refereed to in [C-l, C-L.l].

Finally, we remark that some Euler-Bernoulli mixed problems also satisfy the

abstract 'trace theory' result (1.12), hence (1.7). with p = 2 in fact, on appropriate

function spaces. See [F-L-T.l, Appendix C, L-T.9].    D

3. Continuity of L from Lp(0,oo;U) to Lp(0,oo;X). In this section we

present another regularity property of the abstract equation (1.5), which extends

the continuity of the map defined by (1.6) from the case where T is finite to the

case where T = oo. More precisely, throughout this section the hypotheses are as

follows.

(Hi) The spaces U and X are reflexive Banach spaces and A is now merely the

infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup eAt on X, t > 0, (which

may not be a group), which is moreover assumed to be uniformly stable; i.e. there

are constants M > 1 and u> > 0 such that

(3.1) \\eAt\y{x)<Me-^,        t > 0.

(H2) The operator B satisfies A~lB G J¿?(U,X) as in §1 and for 1 < p < 00,

the map

rT

(3.2a) {u^jQe^Bu(t)dt

is continuous Lp(0,T;U) -> X

for some T < 00 (hence for 2T,3T, etc. by a change of variable); i.e. there is a

constant cj- > 0 such that

(3.2b) Í   eA{T-t)Bu(t)dt      dt<cTli   ||u

i/p

m\pudt

From now on we shall drop the subscripts X, U on the norms as no confusion will

arise.

REMARK 3.1. It follows by duality (as in (1.12)-(1.15) of §1) that assumption

(H2) is equivalent to the statement that the operator B*eAt admits a continuous

extension from X* to Lq(0,T;U*), 1/p + 1/q = 1, with 1 < p < 00. As we have

seen, this is an 'abstract trace theory' result, more amenable to show than (3.2a) in

the case of mixed problems for partial differential equations, see [L-L-T.l, L-T.6]

for second order hyperbolic equations and [L.3, L-T.7, L-T.8] for Euler-Bernoulli

equations.    D

REMARK 3.2. As in step 3 of the proof of the Theorem in §1, assumption (H2)

implies that the operator

(Lu)(t)= i eA(t~T)Bu(T)dT
Jo(3.3a)

is continuous Lp(0,T;U) -^ C([0,T];X);

i.e. there exists a constant kr > 0 such that

f
(3.3b)   max ||(Lu)(i)|| =  max     /   eA(t~T)Bu(t) dr

0<t<T 0<t<T\\J0

\ 1/P

<fcT{        \\u(t)\\pdt\
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a fact which we shall use below. We have also seen in step 1 of the proof of the

Theorem in §1 that, conversely, the property that L is continuous Lp(0,T\U) —>

Lp(0, T; X) implies condition (3.2a) when A is a group generator. Note also that for

t < T we have by a change of variable: (Lu)(t) = (Lp)(T), where p(r) = u(t—T+t)

for T - t < t < T and p(r) = 0 for 0 < r < T - t.    D

THEOREM. Under the above assumptions (Hi) and (Hi), the operator L defined

by (3.3a) is continuous Lp(0,oo;U) —» Lp(0,oo;X), 1 < p < oo. The case p = 1 is

also included under assumption (3.3b).

PROOF, Step 1. We let f(t) = ||(Lu)(i)||p and obtain

(3.4)
/•oo foo oo     ç(n+l)T oo      ,-T

/     \\(Lu)(t)\\pdt= /     f(t)dt=^2 f(t)dt=Y,        f(nT + t)dt.
JO Jo „-r,JnT „=n->0n=0' n=0"

By splitting the interval [0, nT + t] in [0, T], [T, 2T], etc. and a change of variable,

we compute for n = 1,2,...

f(nT +1)

(3.5)

i" eMnT+t-r)Bu{T)dT

Jo

y* eA((n-j)T+t)   j

, = 1 '•

(using (3.1) and (3.3b))

eA^T-T^Bu((j-l)T + T)dT

+ [ eA{t-T)Bu(nT + r)dT
Jo

J2 e-"("-j)T ( i \\u((j - 1)T + r)\\p dr
i=i Vo J

i/p

+ ( ¡   ||u(nT + r)||pdr )
\Jo J

<kpTcp\e-"pt [¿y"(n-'>Ti u\\Lv((j-l)T,jT;U) + \\WL,
X

(nT,(n+l)T;U) t

where in the last step we have used (x + y)p < cv(xp + yp) for 0 < x, y < oo where

cp is a constant depending on p, but not on x,y [D-S, p. 120]. We now set

(3.7)
riT

i/p

l«Wir*7 »      SOthat   ̂ 2yPj  = IMIl»(0,oo;C/)-
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By Holder inequality with 1/p + 1/q = 1

3 = 1 3 = 1

{\ 1/9   ( \ !/P

¿.-(-i)'l      \±e^»-^vp

i/p
(T^)1/a{¿«-""-"^}

Thus, by (3.6)-(3.8), we obtain for n = 1,2,...

(3.9) f(nT + t)< CP,W,T | e~"pt ¿ e-«(«-,)r^ + „p+i

where Cp,ui,r is a constant depending on p,ui,T,kT- Then (3.9) implies

f
oo      -y I    oo     n oo

(3.10) J2 /    /(nT + t)dt< Constar { J £ e-(n-j)TvP + £ ^
n=l,'ci [n=l>=l n=l

But one readily sees that

oo      n j oo \    oo

(3-11)   E£e-W(n-J)T^= Ee"fcwT £^ = 7-^

n=li=l Vfc=0 / j = l l      '
wr HMIIlp(0,oo;í7)

P
Z,p(0,oo;í7)

by rearranging the (positive) terms of the double sum which form an infinite lower

triangular matrix, and summing up along the diagonals of it. Thus, (3.4), (3.10),

(3.11), (3.7) and the term n = 0: /0 f(t)dt which satisfies (3.2b), imply that

/»OO

(3.12) /     ||(Z/w)(i)||pdt< const ||u||
Jo

as desired, where const depends on kr, T,p, u.    D

REMARK 3.3. Adaptation of the duality argument in steps 3-4 in the proof of

the Theorem in §1 permits likewise to show that L is also continuous Lp(0, oo; Í7) —►

Cft([0, oo]; X), where C¡, is the space of X-valued continuous functions which are

uniformly bounded on [0, oo].    D

Examples covered by the Theorem of the present section, with p = 2 in fact,

include: (i) the hyperbolic dynamics (1.0) in Example 1 with the addition of a

term — iyt, 7 = const > 0 of viscous damping and (ii) the Euler-Bernoulli mixed

problems as in [L-T.7, L-T.8] also with the addition of a term of viscous damping.
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